Abstract Architectural erosion is a recurrent problem faced by software architects, which might be even more severe in systems implemented in dynamically typed languages. The reasons are twofold: (i) some features provided by such languages make developers more propitious to break the planned architecture (e.g., dynamic invocations and buildings), and (ii) the developers' community lacks tool support for monitoring the implemented architecture. To address these shortcomings, this paper presents an architectural conformance and visualization approach based on static code analysis techniques and on a lightweight type propagation heuristic. The central idea is to provide the developers' community with means to control the architectural erosion process by reporting architectural violations and visualizing them in high-level architectural models, such as reflexion models and DSMs. This paper also describes a tool-called ArchRuby-that implements our approach. We evaluate our solution in three real-world systems identifying 48 architectural violations of which the developers had no prior knowledge. We also measure the effectiveness of our type propagation heuristic reporting that (i) the number of analyzed types raises 5% on the average and (ii) certain violations are only detected due to our heuristic.
Introduction
The planned architecture of a system comprises a set of standards and best practices that enable its evolution [Par94] . However, as the project evolves-due to lack of knowledge, short deadlines, etc.-these patterns tend to deteriorate and hence nullifying the benefits provided by an architectural design, such as maintainability, scalability, portability, etc. [PTD + 10, MNS95]. This phenomenon is known as software architecture erosion and it is considered a challenging research problem in the software architecture area [KMHM08, TVCB15, SRK + 09, Bor11, Bos04] . This erosion process might be even more severe in systems implemented in dynamic languages for two main reasons: (i) some features provided by these languages (e.g., dynamic invocations, dynamic buildings, eval, etc.) make the developers more likely to break the planned architecture, and (ii) these languages suffer from the lack of architecture and design tools.
This article is centered on the assumption that systems implemented in dynamic languages should also benefit from architectural conformance techniques and tools. More important, existing architectural conformance solutions are limited since, as far as we know, none addresses the particularities of dynamically typed languages. Therefore, in a previous conference paper [MVT15b] , we were the precursors in proposing an architectural conformance checking approach for systems implemented in dynamic languages, which is based on static code analysis techniques and on a lightweight type propagation heuristic. Although our focus was on the architecture conformance checking, we also provided high-level architectural models to better visualize the identified violations. Furthermore, we showed that it is possible to monitor the architecture of these systems using our proposed approach, which is non-invasive and hence does not modify the source code or impact on the performance. As a practical contribution, we implemented a tool for Ruby that supports a simple and objective way to detect architectural violations and to visualize them using two high-level architectural models, namely Reflexion Models and Dependency Structure Matrices (DSMs).
In the presented paper, we extend our work in the following directions: (a) by including more details and one more system in the evaluation of the proposed approach. As a result, we could detect 48 violations in three real-world systems of which the developers had no prior knowledge; (b) by evaluating the effectiveness of our lightweight type propagation heuristic in the three previously evaluated real-world systems, besides complementarily in 28 open-source systems. As main findings, the number of inspected types increases 5% on the average but up to 17% with our heuristic, and some violations are only detected due to this heuristic; (c) by applying ArchRuby in itself we illustrate our approach; and (d) by providing more technical details on the ArchRuby implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a definition for central concepts needed to follow our approach, such as Ruby features, architecture conformance checking, and high-level architectural models. Section 3 presents the proposed approach, describing the architectural rules specification, conformance, and visualization processes. Section 4 details the proposed type propagation heuristic. Section 5 presents ArchRuby, the tool that implements the proposed solution. Section 6 reports results from applying our solution in three real-world systems. Section 7 measures the effectiveness of the proposed type propagation heuristic in the previous evaluated systems. Finally, Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 concludes.
Background
In this section, we discuss background related to our work. Section 2.1 describes and exemplifies Ruby features, and Section 2.2 briefly introduces architectural conformance checking techniques and high-level architectural models.
Ruby
Since our approach focuses on systems implemented in Ruby, an overview of the language features is relevant. Every Ruby program is designed through objects, since the language is purely objected-oriented [Bla09] . Even true and f alse are objects, i.e., they are instances of TrueClass and FalseClass, respectively. To define classes and methods, we use the class and def keywords, respectively. Ruby has single inheritance, but it is possible to include many modules in one class. Basically, a module is used to implement methods and constants but, unlike a class, it is not possible to instantiate a module.
Furthermore, Ruby is a dynamic language with several powerful abstractions. For example, it is possible to define methods, classes, re-open a class, evaluate a valid Ruby code inside some context, re-define methods and call methods passing strings as arguments. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the usage of the aforementioned features. In line 1, the code is defining a class RbClass and a module Test. In line 2, class RbClass includes module Test, therefore method salute is now part of this class. In line 7 we instantiate an object of RbClass and call method say_hi (line 8). In line 10, we re-open class RbClass and define a new method called say_bye (lines 11-13). In lines 16-18, we define a method add only for the object o. Finally, in line 20, we call the method defined by last. 
Architectural Conformance and Visualization
Architecture is a crucial artifact that needs to be followed and monitored by the developers during software development. Architectural conformance is the process that checks to which degree the concrete architecture (e.g., the source code implementation) is consistent with the planned one [KMR08] . Architectural conformance can be static (i.e., without executing the target system) or dynamic (i.e., executing the target system). This section presents architecture conformance checking techniques related to ArchRuby:
Reflexion Models (RMs): As proposed by Murphy et al., Reflexion Models compare two models [MNS95] . One representing a high-level model of the system (e.g., specified by the developer) and another representing the low-level model of the system (e.g., produced either by statically analyzing the system source or by collecting information during the system execution). With these inputs the technique computes a software reflexion model that matches the high-level and the low-level models. The reflexion model highlights divergences and absences, regarding these models. Divergences indicate source interactions that are not expected by the planned architecture and absences indicate interactions that are expected but not found. The outcome of the evaluation is usually summarized and documented in a separated report, which is presented as a graph and text. The former connects system modules and reports the detected divergences and absences.
Dependency Structure Matrices (DSMs): The concept of DSM was first proposed by Baldwin and Clark to show the importance of modular design in the hardware industry [BC99] . Thereafter, Sullivan et al. claimed that DSM could also be used in software industry [SGCH01] . A DSM is a square matrix where the rows and columns represent the modules of the system. Traditionally, DSM used a "X" to indicate a dependency between two modules. However, Sangal et al. in the LDM tool represent in the cells the number of references between two modules [SJSJ05] . In this tool, it is possible to distinguish the dependencies using design rules, which have two forms: A can−use B and A cannot−use B, indicating that module A can (or cannot) depend on module B. DSM has a more scalable output than the output generated by reflexion models based on graphs, since a matrix usually scales better than a graph.
Constraint languages:
The main objective of constraint languages is to provide a method to specify structural dependencies. DCL (Dependency Constraint Language) is a domain specific language that supports the definition of structural constraints between modules [TV09] . DCL provides constraints to capture divergences and absences. First, to capture divergence architects have to specify only can, can only or cannot rules for specified modules. Last, to capture absence architects specify dependencies that must be present in the source code. ArchRuby-the architecture conformance checking technique proposed in this paper-is directly inspired on DCL constraints.
The Proposed Approach
This paper describes an architectural conformance approach based on static code analysis techniques and on a lightweight type propagation heuristic for systems implemented in dynamically typed languages. Additionally, we also provide two highlevel architectural models to better visualize the architectural violations. The central goal is to provide developers with means to control the architectural erosion process by reporting architectural violations (conformance) and by providing the high-level architectural models to better visualize the identified violations (visualization).
Figure 2 provides an overview on the proposed approach. Our solution receives as input the architectural rules (in1) and the source code of the target system (in2). After parsing the architectural rules file (t1) and the source code (t2), it triggers the architectural conformance process (t3) in order to detect design decisions that do not respect the intended architecture. As result, our solution outputs a textual report (out1), which details the detected violations (source code location, violated rule, etc.), and two high-level architectural models to better visualize the identified violations (out2). In these models, we differentiate the dependencies-edges in reflexion models and cells in DSMs-that represent violations (refer to Section 2.2). This section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the running system. Section 3.2 details the specification of architectural rules and Section 3.3 describes the architectural conformance process. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the high-level architectural models our approach relies on to better visualize the identified violations.
Rules

Running Example
We rely on the architecture of ArchRuby 1 itself and its implementation to illustrate the architectural conformance and visualization processes provided by our approach. The tool was implemented in Ruby and relies on five Gems:
2 RubyParser to parse the source code, SexpProcessor to perform tree traversals, Yaml to parse the architectural rules specification file, GraphViz to produce the reflexion model, and IMGKit to produce the DSM. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the core classes of the system. A more detailed description on the ArchRuby implementation can be found in Section 5.
Architectural Rules Specification
Architectural rules are specified in a domain-specific language in YAML format, widely used in the Ruby ecosystem. Thereupon, even non-experienced developers can easily define rules. Specifically, each module of the system under evaluation must be formalized as follows: where <module_id> is the name of the module (line 1). Modules can be composed by files (files) or Gems (gems) that must be defined by at least one <pattern_desc>, delimited by commas (line 2). It is not possible to (i) combine files and Gems in the same module definition, and (ii) define constraints to module composed strictly by Gems, since they are external libraries that are not part of the target system being analyzed. When specifying files, the pattern matching is based on shell glob 4 (a default Ruby file library) to map multiple files at once using wildcards, e.g., * and * * .
To detect divergences-dependencies that exist in the source code but are not prescribed by the planned architecture [PTD + 10]-for each module we define the ones that it is allowed to depend (allowed) or not (forbidden), which are defined by at least one <module_id>, delimited by commas (line 3). Here, we consider as a dependency from a type A to a type B when (i) A accesses a field of type B, (ii) A invokes a method of type B, (iii) A instantiates an object of type B, (iv) A declares a variable or formal parameter of type B, (v) A raises an exception of type B, and (vi) A inherits from, extends, or includes B.
5 Likewise, to detect absencesdependencies that do not exist in the source code but are required by the planned architecture [PTD + 10]-for each module we define the ones that it must depend (required), which are defined as aforementioned (line 4). It is worth noting that a definition for a particular module can combine required with allowed or forbidden. However, it cannot have allowed and forbidden in a same module definition. When a module does not define clauses allowed and forbidden, our language considers that such module is allowed to depend on any module.
In order to illustrate an YAML definition, Figure 4 
Architectural Conformance
The architectural conformance process is performed from the architectural rules specification and the source code of the target system. This process (i) extracts the modules and rules from the architectural rules specification file; (ii) extracts the dependency graph of the entire system; (iii) includes type information in the dependency graph using a type propagation heuristic (described in Section 4); and (iv) checks whether the dependencies obtained in steps ii and iii respect the rules defined in step i.
The conformance process outputs a file reporting the detected architectural violations (divergences and absences). For example, consider the rules defined for ArchRuby (Figure 4 ). In such specification, module module_definition is not explicitly allowed to depend on module type_propagation (line 3). However, assume that a class from module_definition accesses a class from type_propagation. Such dependency represents a violation and would be reported to developers in the textual output file as illustrated in Figure 5 .
6 For each detected violation, the report indicates the violation type (line 1), information from the origin class (lines 2-4) and from the target class (lines 5-6), and the violated rule (line 7). Besides the textual report file, ArchRuby also provides two graphical report files in order to provide complementary ways to visualize the detected violations, as explained in Section 3.4. 
Architectural Visualization
Although we focus on architecture conformance checking process, we complement our textual report of violations by providing two high-level architectural models to better visualize the identified violations: (i) Reflexion Model in a subtle adaptation of the one originally proposed by Murphy et al. [MNS95] and (ii) Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) in a subtle adaptation of the one proposed by Sangal et al. [SJSJ05] .
Reflexion Model
The reflexion model is a directed dependency graph whose vertices represent the modules defined in the architectural rules specification and edges represent dependencies established between the modules, which are differentiated when refer to architectural violations (refer to Section 2.2). Figure 6 illustrates the reflexion model of ArchRuby. 7 The light gray rectangles represent internal modules (e.g., module_definition) and the gray trapezes represent external modules (e.g., parser_ruby). The edges are shown as follows (assume an edge from A to B): ( ) Gray edge: indicates a warning, i.e., there is no class from module A depending on module B, even though it is prescribed as allowed. For instance, we defined that architecture_parser is allowed to depend on module type_propagation (see line 11, Figure 4 ), but there is no dependency from the former to the latter.
Dependency Structure Matrix
Reflexion models have a well-known scalability problem since it is a graph-based model. As the number of modules and dependencies grows, the model becomes unreadable. In this sense, ArchRuby also provides a high-level architectural model based on DSMs, which is a weighted square matrix where the rows and columns are numbered and represent the modules of the system, and the cells represent the dependencies between them (refer to Section 2.2). Figure 7 illustrates the DSM of ArchRuby. The cells represent the number of references between two modules. The cells are shown as follows: ( ) Gray cell: indicates a allowed dependency. For instance, the number 7 in row 1 and column 3 denotes that module architecture_parser establishes seven allowed dependencies with module module_definition.
( ) Orange cell: indicates a divergence. For example, the number 1 in row 10 and column 7 represents that module architecture establishes a forbidden dependency with module parser_ruby. As another example, the number 1 in row 10 and column 1 represents that module module_definition establishes a forbidden dependency with module type_propagation.
( ) Red cell: indicates an absence. For instance, the number 1 in row 12 and column 5 represents that module ruby_parser does not depend on module parser_ruby even though it is required.
( ? ) Question cell: indicates a warning. For instance, the symbol "?" in row 10 and column 3 represents that module architecture_parser does not establish an expected dependency with module type_propagation. 
The Proposed Type Propagation Heuristic
In this section, we describe a type propagation heuristic-more specifically, a simplification of the one formalized by Furr et al. [FhDAFH09] -which aims to build a set TYPES whose elements are triples [method, var_name, type], where type is one of the possible types inferred for a variable or a formal parameter var_name defined in method method. We build this set based on the following recursive definition:
ii) Recursive step: If [f, x, T] ∈ TYPES and there is a call g(x) in f, then [g, y, T] ∈ TYPES, where y is the name of the formal parameter in g. This step is applied until a fixpoint is reached, i.e., no new triples are added to set TYPES. In this example, it is worth noting that the formal parameter y of method C::h can be either of type A or Foo. It indicates that: (i) the type propagation mechanism has to consider all potential types of a variable or formal parameter when propagating the type; and (ii) the architectural conformance process has also to consider all potential types (A and Foo, in this scenario) when searching for violations.
The ArchRuby Tool
ArchRuby is a Gem for Ruby that implements our proposed approach [MVT15a] . The tool is executed from the command line. We decided for such UI because, in such way, any organization-regardless of its software environment-can adopt ArchRuby in its development process. The following example illustrates a usage scenario:
The executable archruby requires as input the path of the architectural rules file (--arch_def_file) and the path of the system (--app_root_path), and provides as output the architecture violation report (archruby_report.yml) and two high-level 1. Rules parser: Responsible for extracting and storing the content of the architectural rules file (e.g., /fmot/arch_def.yml) in an internal data structure. It also warns the user when he/she specifies invalid constraints, e.g., allowed and forbidden together. We rely on the standard Ruby Yaml Gem to parse the YAML file.
2. Source code parser: Responsible for extracting and storing all system dependencies (e.g., from /fmot) in an internal data structure. We rely on Gem ruby_parser to parse the source code of each class. It produces s-expressions, which are data structures in form of tree. Basically, during the tree traversal, this module stores the type of variables and formal parameters, besides the calls involving them.
3. Type propagation heuristic: Responsible for inferring types of variables, according to the heuristic previously described in Section 4. It complements the internal data structure obtained by the Source code parser module.
4. Conformance process: Responsible for verifying whether the implemented architecture (as represented by the source code) follows the planned architecture (as represented by the architectural rules), as previously described in Section 3.3. This module detects the dependencies that do not respect the specified architectural rules and stores detailed information regarding them. It relies on the data structures initially built by the Rules parser and Source code parser modules to detect the dependencies that do not respect the architectural rules. In other words, this module analyzes the internal data structure built in the previous steps to search for potential violations. When a violation is detected, it stores detailed information-namely dependency type, name of the source and target modules, line number, and name of the source and target classes (see Figure 3 , class ConstraintBreak)-for further reference.
Violation reporting:
Responsible for structuring the detected architectural violations in a YAML file (archruby_report.yml).
6. High-level models: Responsible for generating the high-level architectural models of the target system as previously described in Section 3.4. It relies on the data structure initially built by the Source code parser module and on the set of violations detected in the Conformance process module to highlight the identified violations in the generated visualization models. This module relies on Gem GraphViz to produce reflexion models as annotated directed dependency graphs and on Gem IMGKit to produce DSMs as HTML tables with CSS style.
Although each of the aforementioned modules has a well-defined responsibility, they may contain more than one single class in order to have a greater control over the parts of the system. In such way, it is easier to maintain the existing features and add new ones. Furthermore, we have implemented several unit tests that are automatically performed during regression testing to ensure that changes do not break the expected behavior of the system. It is worth noting that the dependencies that are not part of the Ruby standard library (e.g., ruby_parser and GraphViz) are automatically installed when the user installs ArchRuby.
Evaluation of the Proposed Approach
This section evaluates the applicability of our proposed approach in real contexts of software development. We chose three real-world systems-Dito Social, Tim Beta, and PLC Attorneys-to apply our architecture conformance checking process. For each system, we report the results into each step: (i) architectural rules specification, (ii) architectural conformance, and (iii) architectural visualization. More important, a qualitative discussion is conducted for each evaluated system, besides a general discussion to conclude the section.
Target Systems
We evaluate our solution in three real-world systems: 8 Dito Social, a social platform provided by an IT company to its final customers; Tim Beta, a telecommunication company communication channel with mostly target young groups; and PLC Attorneys, a project task management software system used by a law firm. Table 1 reports the main information of the systems. 
Methodology
For each subject system with the support of its chief architect who designed the evaluated architecture, we performed the following major steps:
(i) Architectural rules specification: The software architect defines the planned architecture of the system, soon after be instructed on how to specify modules and rules using our architectural description language (Section 3.2). To ensure the correct understanding by the architects, we ask them to practice the specification in an illustrative project. During the practice, they must specify a few rules and they can ask for clarifications. By concluding the practice, we argue that the architects are fully qualified to specify the architectural rules.
(ii) Architectural conformance: After a brief tutorial about our tool-its inputs and outputs-the software architect executes ArchRuby and validates the detected violations. Occasionally, the software architect can refine the architectural rules-which have been specified in step (i)-to avoid false positives. Specifically, we ask the architects to analyze each violation and double check in the source code whether the violation is indeed a true positive. We repeat this process until the architects are confident that the architectural rules indeed represent the system architecture.
(iii) Architectural visualization: The software architect evaluates the reflexion model, one of the high-level architectural models provided by ArchRuby, to better visualize the identified violations. We ask the architects to express an opinion on the readability and representativeness of the reflexion model. Occasionally, to provide a more solid feedback, the architects can share the model with other team members.
Dito Social
Architectural rules specification: The software architect specified 62 modules and 43 architectural rules. A relevant subset of the specification is reported in Figure 9 .
9
The dashboard_controller module is responsible for presenting information to the customers and hence can access several data providers' modules (lines 3-7). The facebook_info_retriever module is responsible for retrieving data from Facebook and hence can access only the modules facebook and airbrake (line 11).
The post_model is responsible for data persistence and hence must implement classes from module activerecord (line 15) and can access modules that provide underlying services (lines 16-18), e.g., post_workers. The report_model module is responsible for generating reports about posts and interactions, and hence can access modules that provides data and e-mail delivery functionality (e.g., post_model, interaction_model, mail, aws, etc.) (line 22). Architectural conformance: ArchRuby could detect 24 violations in Dito Social, as reported in Table 2 . Two of these violations are discussed next. Example of violation #1: The service of user notification (e.g., e-mail) was moved to another system and hence it is no longer part of Dito Social. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 10 , ArchRuby detected five dependencies (lines 2, 3, 5, and 7) in class EmailsController-which belongs to module dashboard_controller-to class Email, which is not explicitly allowed according to the architectural rules (lines 3-7 of Figure 9 ). More specifically, class Email does not belong to any defined module; in this case, we include such kind of classes in a module called unknown. 
Example of violation #2:
Module post_model is allowed to access module facebook_info_retriever, but not the opposite.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 11 , ArchRuby detected two dependencies (lines 15 and 18) in class FacebookInfoRetriever-which belongs to module facebook_info_retriever-to class Post from module post_model, which is not allowed according to the architectural rules (line 11 of Figure 9 ). It is worth noting that our approach could only detect such violation due to our type propagation heuristic, since the type was first inferred in class Post (line 5), but it was propagated by the method call to get_first_likes_comments_and_people (lines 8-9). 
Discussion
The software architect described the architectural rules incrementally. According to the architect, this facilitates the refinement of some rules to avoid false positives in the architecture conformance checking process. It is worth noting that the architect relied on the textual violation report to remember details about the old parts of the system and to refine the architectural rules.
Although the feature responsible for sending e-mail had already been removed from the user interface, it still is in the source code. The architect reported that unused code impacts negatively on the maintainability because it may mislead new developers. Moreover, another critical divergence was found between modules facebook_info_retriever and post_model. Module facebook_info_retriever is likely to be used with only the Facebook API, i.e., it cannot rely on other parts of the system. According to the architect, this divergence hampers the evolution of the system since module facebook_info_retriever is coupled with other parts. Last, the architect argued that, as the number of modules grows, the reflexion model becomes hard to analyze. Particularly in this case study, we also presented the DSM of the system. The architect argue that the two models are complementar, e.g., DSMs are much more appropriate for tasks that require a complete view of the system, but reflexion models are more appropriate to analyze dependencies among few modules.
Tim Beta
Architectural rules specification: The software architect specified 43 modules and seven architectural rules. A relevant subset of the specification is reported in Figure 13 . Module models implements the Model layer of the MVC architectural pattern and hence can access the modules that are responsible for the data persistence (lines 3-7). Module core implements the main features of the system and hence must access the modules that provide underlying services (lines 11-14). Module workers is responsible for background activities, e.g., updating users' information based on their facebook profile afterwards they sign in (line 18). Architectural conformance: ArchRuby could detect 22 violations in Tim Beta, as reported in Table 3 . An example of a detected violation is discussed next. Example of violation #3: Features related to the Orkut social network have been removed from Tim Beta; consequently, the respective source code has been removed as well. Nevertheless, as shown is Figure 14 , class User-which belongs to module models-accesses class Core::Datapoints::Orkut (line 2), which is not explicitly allowed according to the architectural rules (lines 3-7 of Figure 13 ). Architectural visualization: Figure 15 illustrates a fragment of the reflexion model to better visualize some identified violations. We can note divergences (orange edges) from modules core and models to classes that do not belong to any defined module; the latter refers to the scenario described in Example #3. 
Discussion
The architect of Tim Beta relied on an artifact that specifies the most important modules in the system as the basis to specify the architectural rules. As a consequence, there is a relative small number of architectural rules. The architectural conformance process detected components that the software architect had thought no longer exists. For instance, all functionality related to the Orkut social network should have been entirely removed from the source code, but they were still found in the source code. Moreover, the architect argue (i) that ArchRuby is important to support the architectural monitoring since it is impractical to manually do this process; (ii) that ArchRuby should be incorporated into the continuous integration process; and (iii) that the reflexion model can be used by new team developers to understand the system modularization.
PLC Attorneys
Architectural rules specification: The software architect specified 14 modules and 11 architectural rules. A relevant subset of the specification is presented in Figure 16 . The purpose of the system is to keep the customer aware of the tasks that have been resolved and the ones that are still pendent. Therefore, module project is responsible for handling data about the customers' project and can access modules that contain data it needs (line 4). Module project_relations is responsible for storing customer data, reporting progress, and displaying charts, and hence can access modules that provide underlying services (line 12). Finally, module mailers is responsible for triggering e-mails to clients and can access modules that provide information about the projects (line 17). Architectural conformance: ArchRuby could detect two violations in PLC Attorneys, as reported in Table 4 . We argue that the small number of violations is because the system is small and it is in the beginning of the development, which contributes to developers to commit fewer architectural mistakes. However, we found a critical violation that must be corrected before deploying the system to the production environment. This violation is discussed next. Example of violation #4: The e-mail delivery service relies on Gem ActionMailer for the task of sending e-mails. Nevertheless, as shown is Figure 17 , class DiagnosticsMailer-which belongs to module mailers-does not establish dependency with the aforementioned Gem, which is required according to the architectural rules (line 17 of Figure 16 ). This violation is inevitably critical because the e-mails will not be delivered without the establishment of the dependency with ActionMailer. Architectural visualization: Figure 18 illustrates a fragment of the reflexion model to better visualize some identified violations. We note an absence (red edge) from module mailers to module actionmailer, which refers to the scenario described in Example #4. We also note a divergence (orange edge) from module controller to documents. 
Discussion
Since the system is in the early stages of its development, the number of architectural rules is relatively small. This also leads to a small number of architectural violations and thereafter to a small number of violations detected by ArchRuby. Nevertheless, ArchRuby could detect a serious architectural violation. The developer have not established a required dependency between modules mailers and actionmailer. Without such dependency, the system was unable to send e-mails. The architect reported this violation as a serious one because it breaks a core feature of the system. The architect also suggests that ArchRuby should provide means to automatically specify the architectural rules in order to minimize the effort by the software architect.
General Discussion
It is important to highlight some points about the evaluation described in this section: (i) the software architects occasionally had to refine the architectural rules in order to avoid false positives after the architectural conformance process, which indicates thatin practice-the architectural rules specification and architectural conformance steps are jointly done; (ii) we could detect a high number of divergences in Dito Social and Tim Beta, which shows that developers establish dependencies with modules that are forbidden (or not explicitly allowed) by the architectural rules; (iii) on the other hand, we could detected few violations in PLC Attorneys. Since the system is new and small, we argue that these properties contribute to developers to commit fewer architectural mistakes; (iv) the software architects had no previous knowledge on the identified violations and reported that they negatively impact on the maintenance of the systems; (v) since we rely primarily on reflexion models, the software architects reported issues on visualizing the architectural violations as the number of modules grows, suggesting a scalability problem. In such cases, we allowed the architect to switch the high-level architectural model to DSM; and (vi) the software architects claimed the need for tool support to automatically monitor the source code and perform the architecture conformance checking process.
Threats to Validity
There are two main threats to validity of the study [WRH + 12]. First, as usual in empirical studies in software engineering, we cannot claim that our approach will provide equivalent results in other systems (external validity). However, we rely on three real-world systems that have being developed by different teams. Second, we relied on three software architects (one per system) to define the rules, to validate the detected violations, and to analyze the visualization model. As typical in human-based classifications, our results might be affected by some degree of subjectivity (construct validity). However, it is important to highlight that we interviewed the software architects who designed the evaluated architectures, and are responsible for their maintenance and evolution. Therefore, they are the right experts to evaluate our proposed approach.
Effectiveness of the Type Propagation Heuristic
Our type propagation mechanism, as described in Section 4, aims to raise the effectiveness of our approach by increasing the number of analyzed dependencies. In this section-based on the data of our previous evaluation-we provide a quantitative and qualitative discussion on the number and importance of the types inferred by our heuristic (effectiveness).
We observed, in the previous evaluation, that some architectural violations are only detected due to our heuristic. Therefore, we investigated in the three previous evaluated real-world systems-Dito Social, Tim Beta, and PLC Attorneys-the number of types and violations that are only inferred and detected, respectively, due to our heuristic.
Research Questions
We conducted a study to address the following overarching research questions: RQ #1 -How many types are only inferred due to our heuristic? RQ #2 -How many violations are only detected due to our heuristic?
Data Set
Our study mainly relies on the three previously evaluated real-world systems-namely Dito Social, Tim Beta, and PLC Attorneys-, w.r.t. the number of types and violations that are only inferred and detected, respectively, due to our heuristic.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we provide answers for the proposed research questions.
7.3.1 RQ #1: How many types are only inferred due to our heuristic?
Our approach relies on static code analysis techniques to extract the dependencies that should be verified according to the planned architecture. Our heuristic ensures the propagation of the inferred types. Otherwise, only direct inferences of types (e.g., instantiation) would be considered.
Methodology:
In order to quantify the number of types that are exclusively inferred by our heuristic, we performed ArchRuby in the three systems, enabling and disabling our type propagation heuristic. It is important to differentiate (i) the number of language features, which refers to expressions, statements, and declarations; (ii) the number of dependencies, which refers to every single dependency inspected by the conformance process; and (iii) the number of inferred types, which refers to every single triple [method, var_name, type] in set TYPES, as previously explained in Section 4. Thereupon, the number of language features is far higher than the number of dependencies, which, in turn, is far higher than the number of inferred types. For instance, assume the piece of code in Figure 19 . There are seven language features, two dependencies to be inspected by the conformance process (a instantiation of and a method call from class Test to type Z), and only one inferred type ([Test::bar, x, Z]). Table 5 reports our results. On the average, the percentage of additional types is 4.59%. In fact, PLC Attorneys was the only system that presented percentagem below 5% since it represents a relative small system in the early stages of its development. In order to provide an answer in a broader context, we complementarily replicated our experiment in a data set of 28 open-source Ruby, as described in Appendix B. As reported in Table 6 , the percentage of additional types is 5.03% ± 3.95% (average ± standard deviation). Statistically, the number of additional types should fall between 3.50% and 6.56% within a 95% confidence interval. After a qualitative analysis of our results, although it is not trivial, we observed that our heuristic could infer more types if it also analyses and propagates the return type of method invocations. For instance, assume the piece of code in Final Remarks: Our heuristic increased the number of inspected dependencies by 5% on the average, but could increase up to 17%. We argue that the increase depends on the underlying programming style. For example, our heuristic achieves better results when developers largely rely on the dependency injection design pattern [Met12] .
RQ #2: How many violations are only detected due to our heuristic?
The previous research question showed that our heuristic may increase the number of inspected types in 5% on the average. Nonetheless, it is important to investigate whether these additional types contribute to the detection of architectural violations in real scenarios.
Methodology:
In order to measure the effectivity of our heuristic, i.e., the number of violations that are identified exclusively by our heuristic, we re-performed ArchRuby in the three real-world systems previously evaluated in Section 6.1, enabling and disabling the type propagation heuristic.
Results and Discussion: From the 48 architectural violations detected in the three real-world systems, three violations are detected exclusively by our heuristic. Therefore, a preliminary analysis may point out the ineffectiveness of our heuristic. However, we claim that our heuristic was indeed very effective. For example, we found 24 violations on Dito Social. On one hand, from the 566 inferred types without our heuristic, we found 22 violations (3.89%); on the other hand, from the 32 inferred types by our heuristic, we could find two more violations (6.25%). Likewise, we found 22 violations on Tim Beta. On one hand, from the 672 inferred types without the heuristic, we found 21 violations (3.13%); on the other hand, from the 37 inferred types by our heuristic, we could find one more violation (2.70%). Figure 21 illustrates one of the violations that could be detected exclusively by our heuristic. There are forbidden accesses to class Core::Datapoints::Orkut (lines 7, 9, and 16), which are forbidden since features related to the Orkut social network have been removed from Tim Beta. Specifically for the latest violation (line 16), our approach could only detect it due to our heuristic, since the type was first inferred in method verify_orkut_users_friends (line 7), but it was propagated to the formal parameter collector (line 15) through the method call to check_friends_count (line 9). Final Remarks: Some violations are identified exclusively by our heuristic. Disregarding the PLC Attorneys system where there are no violations detected by the proposed heuristic, the overall percentage of the violations identified exclusively by our heuristic is 4.35% (3/69), while in the remainder of the system is 3.47% (43/1,238).
Related Work
We organize related work in three sections: Architecture Conformance Techniques and Tools (Section 8.1); (b) Studies using Dynamic Languages (Section 8.2); and (c) Ruby Tools (Section 8.3).
Architecture Conformance Techniques and Tools
Our solution is inspired by DCLsuite, an architectural conformance and repair approach for Java systems [TV09, TVCB15, TV08] . Software architects define a set of constraints using the DCL language, and the tool detects architectural violations and provides suggestions on how to solve them. By contrast, ArchRuby targets a dynamic language (which required a definition and implementation of a type propagation heuristic), allows the specification of architectural constraints in YAML files, and provides two high-level architectural models to better visualize the identified violations; however, ArchRuby does not contemplate architectural repair.
Several domain-specific languages have been proposed for architecture conformance. SCL (Structural Constraint Language) [HH06] is a Prolog-like DSL to specify and check design intent in C++ or Java code. LogEn [EKKM08] is another Prolog-like language for defining and continuous checking structural dependencies in Java systems. The language has a explicit type predicate, where the first argument is a source element and the second parameter is its type name. DesignWizard [BGF11] is an internal DSL for detecting design and architectural anomalies in Java-based software architectures. Developers express the desired architecture by writing tests that make assertions about the structure of the Java code. Therefore, these DSLs are proposed for static languages, typically Java and C++, and heavily depend on type information. Soul [MKPW06] is a Prolog-like language that provides access to the static structure of Smalltalk programs (a dynamic language, like Ruby). However, Soul does not aim to detect architectural violations (divergences and absences), but to enforce source code regularities (e.g., all visitor methods must start with visit and must be implemented in a method protocol called action).
The high-level architectural model provided by ArchRuby is inspired by SAVE [KMNL06] , an approach based on reflection models [MNS95] . SAVE compares (i) the planned architecture, as idealized by the software architect, to (ii) the implemented architecture, as extracted from source code. As a result, the tool computes the reflection model that highlights divergences and absences between these two models. Reflexion models, however, become unreadable as the number of modules and dependencies grows. Thereupon, the other high-level architectural model provided by ArchRuby is inspired by Lattix LDM, an approach based on DSMs [SJSJ05] , which relies on matrices that scale better than graphs. The high-level architectural models produced by ArchRuby is very similar to a reflexion model and a DSM, although it is generated from textual architectural rules. More important, developers using ArchRuby can decide for the more appropriate high-level model to be used.
ArchLint [MVA + 13, MVT + 16] proposes a novel approach to detect architectural violations, by mining version repositories. However, the systems relies on heuristics to detect patterns of dependencies between modules, which are centered on type information. Inspired on the Z language, LePUS [Ede01] is a formal language for specifying object-oriented design and architectural patterns. However, instead of checking architecture intent, LePUS focuses on the specification of programming protocols, such as forward (that holds when the formal arguments of a method are used to call a method with the same signature) and produce (a special kind of create in which the new object is used in a return statement). The language also includes a visual version, called LePUS3 [GNE08] .
Studies using Dynamic Languages
Richards et al. [RHBV11] evaluated the use of eval in JavaScript, based on a corpus of more than 10,000 popular web sites. Unlike our findings for Ruby, they report that eval is popular and do not necessarily harmful. It is usually considered a best practice for specific tasks, such as loading scripts or data asynchronously. The authors also investigated a broad range of JavaScript dynamic features [RLBV10] . They concluded for example that libraries often change the prototype links dynamically, but such changes are restricted to built-in types, such as Object and Array, and changes in user-created types are more rare.
Hills et al. [HKV13] report a study over a significant corpus of open-source PHP systems to understand how developers actually use dynamic features, including dynamic file inclusion, handlers for unimplemented methods or fields, an eval expression for executing arbitrary PHP code at runtime, and variadic functions. The authors conclude that a large number of uses of dynamic features could be replaced by static ones without changing the expected behavior. Another group of researchers reached the same conclusion in a case study over a 1,000 systems developed using the Pharo language [CRTR13] . Orru et al. [OTMT15] analyzed a collection of 51 software systems written in Python, to shed light on how they use inheritance. They show that fewer classes inherit from other classes (w.r.t. Java), but more classes are inherited from. They also claim that the dataset used in this study can help to foster further research on Python software [OTM + 15]. Hanenberb et al. [Han10] show that dynamic languages can produce high-quality systems, but requiring less time than when using a static language. They report a laboratory study when groups of developers implemented a lexical analyzer in two versions of a language, with static and dynamic types, respectively. The implementation using a static language required 161 hours, while the implementation using the dynamic version of the language required 108 hours.
Ruby Tools
In the Ruby ecosystem, we are not aware of any architectural conformance and visualization technique as the one proposed in this paper. However, there are several tools that aim to increase the quality of Ruby systems through static code analysis techniques. Code Climate 10 is a tool that assists in code reviews. It reports where the system has to improve, e.g., complex methods, security breaches, refactoring opportunities, etc. The tool also suggests reference literature for developers to better understand the problem and the correction actions. Rubocop 11 is a Gem that performs static code analysis to verify error and style rules, likewise LASER 12 and ruby-lint 13 . In another line, Brakeman 14 is a security vulnerability scanner and Pelusa 15 indicates possible red flags or missing best practices. ArchRuby, in turn, complements these tools by providing means to control the architectural erosion process.
Conclusion
Software architecture erosion is a recurrent problem in software development. Deviations from the planned architecture have strong impact on the system maintainability and evolvability, and may even lead to the rewriting of components. Even more critical, the erosion process might be even more severe in dynamic languages because (i) the dynamic constructs provided by such languages make developers more propitious to break the architecture, and (ii) the developers of dynamic languages lack tool support for monitoring the implemented architecture.
To address these shortcomings, this paper described an architectural conformance and visualization approach based on static code analysis techniques and a lightweight type propagation heuristic. Such a solution provides means to control the architectural erosion process by reporting architectural violations and visualizing them in two high-level architectural models, namely reflexion models and DSMs. This paper also presented a tool-called ArchRuby-that implements our approach.
We evaluated our solution in three real-world systems identifying 48 architectural violations of which the developers had no prior knowledge. We also evaluated our type propagation heuristic in 28 open-source systems, reporting that (i) the number of analyzed types raises 5% on the average, but it may increase up to 17%; and (ii) certain violations are only detected due to our heuristic. As a practical result, ArchRuby was integrated into the software development process adopted by Dito, the company responsible for the evaluated systems.
Ideas for future work include (i) incorporating an architectural repair solution that provides suggestions on how to solve the detected violations; (ii) improving our type propagation heuristic; (iii) integrating the proposed approach to mainstreams IDEs (e.g., RubyMine) for a better usability; and (iv) extending our solution to other dynamic languages.
The ArchRuby tool and its source code is public available at: http : //aserg.labsoft.dcc.ufmg.br/archruby
A Dependency Structure Matrices
This appendix presents the DSMs of the systems evaluated in Section 6. Figures 22, 23 , and 24 illustrate the DSM of Dito Social, Tim Beta, and PLC Attorneys, respectively. Table 7 summarizes information about our open-source data set. It contains 28 out of the 30 most starred Ruby projects in Github (on September, 2015), which represents a large and heterogeneous collection of software systems, ranging from management systems and remote server automation to frameworks and medium-sized general-purpose libraries. 16 We discarded only two projects: Bootstrap for Sass, a tiny project that solely provides support to the Sass-based bootstrap CSS framework; and Software Engineering Blogs, which is not an application but a plain Ruby script that generates an OPML 17 file with a list of technology web sites. In total, we analyzed over half million LOC and eight thousand rb files. 
